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ECG EFT 10854 WE
Drawer freezer
Product code: 100000840951
EAN: 8592131239487









Energy class: E

Total volume: 70 l

Freezing capacity: 4 kg/day

Reverse door opening
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 Energy class: E

 Total volume: 70 l

 Freezing performance: 4 kg/ 24h

 Climatic class: N/ST

 Minimum recommended ambient
temperature: +16°C

 Maximum recommended ambient
temperature: +38°C

 Energy consumption: 160
kWh/annual

 Noise level: 41 dB

 Recommended temperature inside
the freezer: -18°C

 Manual defrosting of the freezer

 Manual temperature setting

 Time to set temperature: 11 hr

 3 plastic drawers

 Recessed handle

 Reverse door opening

 Adjustable height

 Product dimensions (h × w × d):
84.5 × 50.1 × 54 cm
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Product specifications

Categories Drawer freezer

Type Free-standing

Cooling system Statics

Total volume (l) 70

Net volume of the
refrigerator (l) -

Net volume of the
freezer (I) 70

Noise (dB) 41

Noise class C

Energy
consumption
(kWh/year) 160

Energy class E

EEI 100

Freezing capacity
(kg/24 h) 4

Climate class N/ST

Number of
compressors 1

Reverse door
opening ano

Zero clearance
hinges -

Cooling
compartment
temperature
setting -

Recommended
temperature inside
the refrigerator (°C) -

Freezer
temperature
setting Mechanical

Fast freezing option No

Recommended
temperature inside
the freezer (°C) -18

Design

Number of shelves
in the cooling
compartment -

Type of shelves in
the cooling
compartment -

Number of shelves
in the freezer
compartment -

Type of shelves in
the freezer
compartment -

Number of drawers
in the freezer
compartment 3

Number of
additional baskets
in the freezer
compartment -

Fruit and vegetable
drawer -

Drawer for meat
products -

Number of door
compartments -

Refrigerator
defrosting -

Freezer defrosting Manual

Feet height
adjustment /
stability
compensation Yes

Vacation mode No

Fast cooling No

Fast freezing No

Winter switch No

Lighting No

Handle type Recessed

Temperature rise
time (h) -

Colour design White

Ice cube tray Yes

Wine holder No

Egg rack No

Ice scraper No

Alarm No

501

845

540

26.50

Weight & dimensions

WIDTH (MM)

HEIGHT (MM)

LENGTH (MM)

WEIGHT (KG)

540

873

585

28.50

Weight & dimensions 

(Brutto)

WIDTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

HEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (MM)

DEPTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

WEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (KG)
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Freezer for every family
Drawers freezer ECG EFT 10854 fits perfectly into any household. Thanks to the capacity of 70 l, it
will serve perfectly as another freezing space for your food.  

You can conveniently store food in three drawers, which is thanks to the transparent design clearly
visible. The recommended inside temperature is -18 °C. The manual control in the upper part of the
freezer is used to set it.

Adjustable door and height
The freezer belongs to energy class E and energy consumption per year is 160 kWh. The
operational noise does not exceed 41 dB. You can therefore place the appliance even in the
sleeping area. You will hardly know about it.  

ECG EFT 10854 WE falls into the climate classes N - ST, and therefore will work without problems at
an ambient temperature of 16–38 °C. You will also appreciate the possibility of changing the door
opening and the adjustable height of the freezer. The door includes an integrated handle, which does not disturb the
overall appearance of the appliance.
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